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1. The fact of sexual crimes in Japan with data 

According to the online survey,
Ø 96.4% in 5,899 respondents was female 
Ø Over 80% of victims claimed they were sexually abused 

when they were aged 12 or younger
Ø 52% of them answered that they were unable to recognize

the assaults immediately
→Average of 7 years to recognize the sexual abuse

(The Mainichi par. 3).

(The Mainichi par. 4).

(The Mainichi par. 5).
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2. “Chikan” has become an international term

Chikan(s):
Groping on public transportation in the  
Japanese language

According to the data by Metropolitan 
Police Department,
・1750 cases of Chikan in 2017
・30% of them happened during rush hour

29%

43%

11%

3%1%
13%

Details of victims

Teenagers Vicrims in their 20s Victims in their 30s
Victims in their 40s Victims in their 50s unknouwn

(The Japan Times par. 7)

(The Japan Times par. 5)



2. “Chikan” has become 
an international term

『少⼥だった私に起きた、
電⾞のなかでのすべてについて』

• This book was established in France 
• It was written by Emmanual Arnaud
• Kumi Sasakiʼs experiences of Chikan 

on Yamanote Line at the age of 12

✔The British and Canadian governments  
warn visitors of “Chikan(s)”

(The Japan Times, par. 13-14)

(The Japan Times par. 8)



3. Reasons why victims do not report 
their experiences

1. Victims feel ashamed 
2. They fear false accusations
→ Because of the story of Koji Yanabe
3．They do not want to talk about the incidents to others
→ Only 15.1% of victims contacted police

It is important to make environment that victims can speak up!

(Ekin par. 79).

(Ekin par. 45).

(The Mainichi, par. 10).
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4. Various way to protect people and 
prevent from “Chikan(s)” 

1. Anti-groping stamp made by Shachihata
Use invisible ink without black light
→It can make evidence!

(BBC News par. 1)

[Image: CNN News]



4. Various way to protect people and 
prevent from “Chikan(s)” 

2. Chikan Radar made by QCCCA Inc.
• Victims push a button to record an alleged harassment incident 
• User can know the location of the nearest station that harassment 

occur on the map

3. Paster with eyes
• Eyes: to induce more pro-social behavior 
• Eyebrows: to maximize the emotion of fear
• Yellow: highlighting
• Digital poster: not to get used to this poster

（The Mainichi par. 5).

(Chu par. 5, 14-15).
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4. Various way to protect people and prevent from 
“Chikan(s)” 
4. Badges
Women and girls can show their will against sexual crimes
It is designed how they want to put their bags and backpacks 

(Ekin par. 20).

[Image: Groping prevention Activities Centre HP]



5. What are the 
necessary 
things to reduce 
the number of 
sexual crimes?

Now,
• Some firm get money from mainly women and girls who feel 

fear of sexual violence and abuse
• Victims are sometimes blamed although all responsibility 

lies solely and completely with perpetrators of the crimes
↓

It is essential to know the real situation and change thinking 
about Chikans!

↳ Making environments where victims can speak up    
to know the facts.

(BBC News par. 8).

(BBC News par. 9).
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Conclusion

• There are a lot of victims of sexual crimes in Japan.
• Especially Chikans, it occurs during rush hour on public 

transportation.
• Most of victims are women and girls and they suffer from it.
• They have many difficulties to report their experiences.
• There are various ways to protect people and prevent from it.
• There are still blame for victims because the fact is not 

known, so making safe environment is important to know it.

Image: freepik



Thank you and Q & A 

Thank you so much for 
listening!
If you have some questions, 
I would like you to ask me!

Image: _______
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